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Popee the performer kedamono mask

I'm sehima | 獣 (literally translated as 'Beasts') the actor/pope's assistant, Kedamono (beast), is an assistant and performer of The Wolf Circus Pope. He is a middle-aged man who is a constant victim of the pope's suffering.   Kedamono was picked up by Pope and Papi before joining the circus. Before that, I was a member of the temple. [1] Appeared Kedamono is a purple hairy
artificial wolf, an orange boxer with a yellow star pattern over an orange boxer, and an ever-changing no-mask that matches his current expression (whenever the mask changes, the mask falls off and reveals another wolf reflecting it), the first (and only) that saw the face under the mask was a frog, who claims, kedamono's face... It's like a mother. Even though Kedamono's face is
not fully visible, there is some confusion in his eyes. In Episode 29, The Dark Side, Kedamono is seen wearing a lemon pack. Kedamono wearing a lemon pack. Some fans misinterpreted the lemon slice as kedamono with multiple eyes. As Ryuji Masuda said earlier[2], this is not true. This is also implied in the show (if not by mistake); From a certain angle, his eyes can be seen
behind a mask similar to a small simplified black dot. Personality Kedamono seems to be the kindest and caring of all the characters, showing his concerns whenever someone gets injured or when something is destroyed. But, if the chicken gives the legs, he will forget his morals and do almost everything to bring it. He also appears to have his own selfish streak - although he
rarely competes - because he wisely masked the Pope during the show of technology. His patience (especially concerning the Pope) is significant, but he has a few moments of bitterness and will to help the Pope due to foul therapy, perhaps because foul therapy the Pope tends to put through him. Kedamono wears a mask because he is afraid to reveal his true essence. [3] This
is a beast (this can mean that he literally disguises himself as a masked human being, and that he is disguising his true essence as a wolf). [4] Even he doesn't know exactly what it is, but it scares him. [5] There are times when you can see it in shows like ESCAPE SHOW' when aliens destroy the fried chicken they used to get kedamono to infuse the Pope. His mask is very
different from the color and rather scary look. The reason Kedamono follows the Pope is because he doesn't care what the pope looks like is self-absorbed, farther away than kedamono's mask. He doesn't care about who Kedamono really is, and ultimately he feels that kedamono is only kedamono. [6] [7] Even if the nature of Kedamono sometimes tilts its head back, the pope is
not visible in any depth, making kedamono feel safe in peace and surrounded. [8] Because kedamono is attached by him, He appreciates the pope for being shallow, also recognizes that the Pope is lonely, and does not want him to feel that way. Kedamono wears a mask and deliberately reimburses him as a human being and disguises himself as a wolf. [9] [10] Of course,
everyone knows that he is a masked animal. The Pope does not treat kedamono like an animal, but instead treats him like a masked creature, impersonating him as a human being. At the same time, he treats him as an animal or human when things demand it. [9] To some extent, Kedamono seems to respect the Pope's ability to excuse himself. Wakako Masda said on Twitter that
he thinks kedamono can be like the Pope and can better complement him when he strives to be a human being. [11] What he wants is more noticeable. What he did not explain is that he is more skilled than the Pope. [11] Now he can't be a human, but he can't go back to the wolf. [11] In the comic, at the end, Kedamono leaves the wolf Zirkus. He left because he was afraid to
reveal that he was a wolf, and because he was deeply scorned for his efforts to be a human being when he became an animal. It is not known whether he was able to live as a wolf in the context of the comic. [10] Kedamono often appears to be somewhat anxious and afraid, which is understandable because he is a victim of most of the pope's mischief. He can also be a bit of a
pushover. Kedamono's absolutely enjoyable television show consists of UFO girls dressed in bikini skimpy bikinis with two frames and funky music. In several episodes, Kedamono can be seen laughing and eating fried chicken while watching a television show. Kedamono's masked quiz suggests that whatever is depicted on the mask, it will play the role, perhaps magical.
Kedamono has died 10 times throughout the series. In the future, Kedamono has a son named Kedamono [12]. [13] Kedamono wore a total of 220 masks. [14] As you can see from the swallows, Kedamono knows how to drive. It is not known whether he has a license. Kedamono's son was abandoned by his mother on the property of Kedamono. [15] The Yandere Simulator has
an Easter egg that allows you to wear a kedamono mask by pressing the 'o' key during gameplay. According to Ryuji Masuda, the age of Kedamono is about 25 in the human age. [16] This will make him five years in the wolf years. Kedamono is the only person who knows the true nature of Maripa. [17] Kedamono's birthday is October 10. [18] Kedamono's favorite dish is fried
chicken. Columbia.jp on the website, Kedamono's Bio is the Pope's assistant. It is rumored to be a wolf cub, but has not been identified. He is a good character and loves to fry. Many of Kedamono's masks are inspired by the Chinese film The King of Masks[20], which is about a man who wears a colorful mask and wants to convey the mastery of Bian Lian, an art that changes
almost instantly with the movement of the performer. I wear many masks of Kedamono. Click here to go to the gallery to the image gallery on this page! Comment-sharing performer countdown special 'FACE' is the 39th full episode, the 13th episode of Season 3, and the last episode of the Pope's The Permitron series. Character Pope Kedamono Paola frog alien summary Pope
Kee wonders what's under the mask of Kedamono. The plot episode begins with the pope dancing, standing in front of the Pope on a white platform, sitting on the underwater floor. Kedamono took off numerous masks, then took off his last mask and gave the Pope a shocking expression. The string of the mask is broken into two separate pieces. The Pope then wakes up from his
dream and wakes up to face Kedamono, who was sleeping next to him (in a separate bed). The Pope attempts to take off kedamono's mask, but fails in every attempt. The Pope goes back to sleep, only to wake up. The Pope opens his eyes and shows the audience that he is pretending to be asleep. Kedamono then takes a flashlight to check whether the pope was awake. Then
do it to the rest of the people in the circus. The Pope wakes up from his bed, watches kedamono, and wakes up with a frog. The Pope quietly signaled. Kedamono then takes off all the masks that were near a bowl of water. Kedamono went on to wash his face. The Pope then hid behind a silver barrel (?). The frog wakes up to see what Kedamono was doing. The frog caught the
pope's attention and jumped near Kedamono. The frog is close enough to see Kedamono's face and gasses his breath. Kedamono noticed the frog, quickly put the mask upside down, and the frog is a frog! (Kedamono No Khao...!) This is the face of Kedamono... Means... The pope then wakes up behind the shock expression (with kedamono) later, the frog repeatedly s...! I
started jumping around the circus. The frog's yelling wakes papi, paola, and aliens. Kedamono then turns the mask look into a scary expression and jumps to catch the frog. Kedamono is relieved to have caught the frog and puts his back against the wall. The frog is back! Only Kedamono put his hand on the frog's mouth. Kedamono looked up and saw pope, Paola, Papi, and the
aliens surrounding him were shocked. Other items in previous episodes are watching Kedamono with the Pope. Kedamono panicked and began to shake his head quickly, causing a small, short earthquake. Occurs. Then kedamono dropped the frog after fear, and dropped the frog. Start saying. All you have to do is crush Kedamono and feed him. Kedamono then stands up and
begins to act, looking at the top. Then the frog begins to protrude from the belly of the kedamono. Kedamono grabs the boat and farts the frog. Frog says then ... Kedamono shook his head in despair and leaned down, and the frog finally means 'kedamono no kao okaasan ni's'. Looks like his mother. The characters and objects that make up the circus disappear. After leaving the
Pope, Pope leans down with Kedamono. The episode ends with the circus not present. Trivia This episode appears as a favorite episode of the fan-chosen #1 for the New Year's Countdown special, and appears on the Pope's ManiaX DVD. Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. More Papal Performerwikiwiki
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